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Abstract 

In recent years, there is a tremendous growth in tourism and hospitality industry worldwide causing more manpower and complex 

management in hotels and restaurants. Due to this, hotel running cost is increasing with the efficiency on falling verge. This cost 

can be reduced by using new technologies causing less manpower, higher efficiency and simplified management. In Smart Hotel 

Automation System, we have used combination of RF and embedded technology to take orders from customers and to generate 

the bill. In this project, there is a dedicated low cost module on each customer table, through which customer can place the order 

and that order is transferred to kitchen and also to billing counter for billing purpose through RF link.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, there is a tremendous growth in the hotel and hospitality industry. Efforts are being made to support and assist this 

growth with the usage of wireless technology. In most of the hotels, paper based manual order system still exists. Due to which, 

more manpower is needed to handle the operations. In order to increase the efficiency, it is necessary to reduce the order taking 

time and hotel running cost. These two objectives are achieved in our project by using a combination of embedded and wireless 

technology. 

In our project, we have defined three dedicated modules, which are table, kitchen and billing module. Table module is used to 

view food items and give order from the customer table through a simple interface. The given order will be transmitted to the 

kitchen module for preparation of food through a RF (Radio Frequency) link. After the food is prepared, the same order will be 

transmitted to the billing module through a RF link. At the billing module, bill of the order is generated. In Fig. 1, concept of our 

system is shown. 

 
Fig. 1: Conceptual Diagram of Smart Hotel Automation System 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

The hospitality industry especially the restaurant sectors are gaining a rising importance worldwide as they have been supporting 

the economy for decades. The usual procedure used for food ordering in restaurants is a manual process. However, this system is 

plagued with various problems. The most common problem is waiters making mistakes with customer’s orders. The emergence of 

computers pioneered the automation of the food ordering system. A PC connection was established where the waiter after taking 

the orders would enter the order in the system. The respective order was then displayed at the screen in the kitchen. The kitchen 

staff prepare the dishes accordingly and on completion notified the waiter who collect it and deliver the dishes to the respective 

tables. The system was also capable of intimidating waiter about the availability of the dish [1]. 
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There is also another method used for taking orders which is based on android technology in which customer must have android 

device to place the order. A software application must be installed on the android device which will be connected with hotel’s Wi-

Fi or other data network for giving orders [2]. In a developing country like India, where there is a wide gap between poor and rich 

people, it is not possible for everyone to have a personal android device till next 8-9 years. According to Internet and Mobile 

Association of India (IAMAI) report, currently there are 382 million smartphone users in India, which is roughly 38% out of total 

population as shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2: Smartphone users and 3G subscribers in India according to IAMAI 

III. DESIGN AND DRAWING 

To overcome the above limitations, we have integrated the embedded and wireless technology, in which a dedicated low cost 

module is placed on each table, removing the necessity of android device to be held by the customer. The architectural block 

diagram of our project is shown in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, there are three modules namely Table, Kitchen and Billing module. 

Each module has a microcontroller with essential peripherals like LCD (Liquid Crystal Display), keypad, etc. Fig.4 will show the 

actual implemented system. Each module has a RF transmitter or receiver or both to communicate with the other module. Function 

and relevance of each module is explained below: 

 Table Module 

This is the module where user views the menu and places the order. LCD has been given to show the menu of hotel to customer. 

Customer can select the meal using keypad. After that, the order gets transmitted to kitchen through RF network. Also, there is 

additional facility of editing the menu or price of meal through keypad. 

 Kitchen Module 

Whatever choice was entered by the customer gets transferred to this module with the help of RF network. In this module, order is 

received from table module through RF receiver. There is a large display on which order will be shown with its table number to 

the cook. Then cook will prepare the meal according to the customer’s order. After dispatching the meal to particular customer, 

cook will press a button on keypad, due to which, the details of order are transmitted to billing counter through RF transmitter. 

 Billing Module 

This module will receive the details of order with table number from kitchen module after dispatching the order. RF receiver is 

fitted with this module to receive the order details from kitchen module. It will save the bill of that table at a particular memory 

address. This is a convenient and error free method of generation of bill. 
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Fig. 3: Architectural Block Diagram of Smart Hotel Automation System 

All modules are mounted on wooden plate for support and rigidity as shown in Fig. 4. Two table modules are used in this project 

to show the simultaneous operation which will take place when there are two or more customers.  

 
Fig. 4: Picture of whole system 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Thus, we have designed a system which reduces the order taking time causing fast delivery of food items. Also it reduces the 

manpower requirement, which further reduces the cost to run the hotel. The system can be termed eco-friendly as it saves a lot of 

paper work. Due to this system, the order taking and delivering process became transparent and flawless. Due to dedicated low 

cost modules on each table, it removes the necessity of android devices to place the order and thus, giving access of it to all people. 

The system has low maintainance and high reliability, making it ideal for a long run. 
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